
There are nine different gates in the Sacral, all geared towards
generating and responding to life. In business, this is about bringing
your offers to life.

Let's take a look at each gate and what it represents.

GATE

This is the gate of power. It is an intense
gate designed to fuel life itself.

GATE

This is the gate of caring. The theme of
this gate is nurturing and protecting.

GATE

This is the gate of ordering. The theme
of this gate is order and creation.

GATE

This is the gate of in the energy for
detail. The theme of this gate is patterns
and details.

GATE

This is the gate of growth. The theme
of this gate is to produce an ending.

GATE

This is the gate of sexuality. The theme
of this gate is intimacy with others and
fertility.

GATE

This is the gate of fixed rhythms. The
theme of this gate is waiting and daily
rhythm and flow.

GATE

This is the gate of power skills. The
theme of this gate is individual
direction and knowing.

GATE

This is the gate of yes (perseverance).
The theme of this gate is experience,
discovery, and to persevere despite
circumstances.



If you have your HD chart handy, take a look at your own sacral
center and see if you have any of the gates activated.

When you're aligned, then you'll experience an excitement in your
gut area with energy to move forward with your creation(s). 

If you're out of alignment, then you'll likely experience the
opposite, which is overcommitting that leads to burnout. 

In business, it's important to follow your strategy and authority to
ensure that you're using your sacral center correctly, especially
when it comes to creating your offers. 

Your active gates show you how you're designed to create the things
you're selling. The way you deliver them, the way you structure them
etc.

If you're struggling to create your offers, ask yourself:

"Where am I experiencing my not-self theme?" 

Follow that line of thinking until you uncover what's got you off track
then check in with your strategy and inner authority to realign.



If your sacral center is OPEN, it means that you have inconsistent access to
its energy but you have access to active gates. The way that you create and
use the sacral energy is flexible based on the gates that you have active,
they become the 'flavors' of your creative process. 

Be careful that you don't overcommit yourself or burnout.

In business, if you find yourself all of sudden full of energy, then it's likely
you're in the presence of someone who has a defined sacral. You can
"borrow" that energy and channel it through your active gates to create
your offers, especially if you're aligned.

In the space below, write down how you use the gates that are active in
your open sacral center in your business. How might you use this in your
offer creation process?

Open Sacral + Gates



If your sacral center is UNDEFINED (which means it's white with no active
gates), you have inconsistent access to this energy but complete flexibility
in how you use it. There are zero limits. You can use all of the gates if
you're aligned.

In business, correct timing is important for you in your creation process,
so pay attention to how you feel when you're creating. It's important that
you follow your strategy and authority in this instance. 

Don't feel rushed to get anything out. You're designed to work in spurts,
focused energy vs. consistent energy is the name of the game for you.

In the space below, write down how you might use each of the gates in
your business. How might you use this in your offer creation process?

Undefined Sacral + Gates


